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Thank you very lIIUch for this opportunity to raise concerns arising

from environmental sensitivity.

I would like to express my profound personal appreciation to those

who have helped hring the issue this far, including yourselves.

These concerns lIIUst be approached by the Committee with some

caution, as reputations are involved. In the p9.st, many people in

positions of responsibility who were approached responded as if a

mere discussion of the issues facing the environmentally sensitive

would reflect poorly on others' reputations.

The issues of reputation and responsibility, unfortunately, are

central to the concerns, and impossible to avoid. While they have

often prevented our concerns from being dealt with by various

offices of the federal government, they are as important as they are

unavoidable, and may just as well be approached head-on. Many of us

are watching fearfully, hoping that this Committee will not oock-off

from the concerns when faced with the fact that serious damages may

have been caused more by health authorities than by the condition

itself.
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All facts and references in this brief can be corroborated by other

witnesses, sometimes by individuals, sometimes by people fulfilling

official roles, and sometimes in documents, (print, film, video, and

audio tape). I have included a short appendix including some

correspondance and news clippings. Also included is a copy of

the Thomson report - (Ontario 1985), the Zimmerman Review -

(Ontario 1986), and a brief outline of medical concerns, as

expressed by Dr. Jozef Krop, M.D., of the Toronto area.

A more completa listing of appendix items precedes the appendix.

Overview

Progress and thanks - Many people have helped the environmentally

sensitive, including several cabinet ministers of the current

government. The things they've done have been relatively easy to

accomplish, showing that the problem can be dealt with•
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Background - Some background is necessary to an understanding of

both the general concerns and my specific concern with respect to

the environmentally sensitive. The mess that exists can not be

explained by maliciousness, or a planned offense by government

against members of a disabled group. What went wrong? Why is there

so much controversy surrounding us?

This brief offers an explanation of why that controversy developed,

how it started as discovery, changed to an 'acrimonious debate', and

finally became a discussion of a variety of health concerns relating

to the environment. It will also outline some of the concerns

relating to those diagnosed, and those who IIl9Y have health problems

which have not yet been identified as arising from environmental

agents.

The concern - The focus of my concern is damages caused to the

environmentally sensitive by ongoing public and institutional

intolerance fostered by Health and Welfare. Statements based on an

absence of information have devastated the lives of thousands of
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Canadians. Irresponsible remarks are of less concern when they have

been lll9.de by doctors and others in positions without the special

public trust and responsibility shared by Health and Welfare and the

provincial Ministries of Health.

Requested action - The Minister of Health and Welfare could

state publicly what he has stated privately: that he recognizes and

is sympathetic to the concerns of the environmentally sensitive.

The committee could encourage Health and Welfare to act

immediately to correct any misconceptions existing within the

Department, or in other federal government departments and agencies,

as a result of statements made in the past.

The Minister, or the new Minister Responsible for Disabled Persons

should enter into discussion with people who were affected to work

out the traditional Canadian conciliatory accord.
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Progress and thanks

The most notable advance can be seen in the fact that the Human

Ecology Foundation has submitted a brief to your Committee. It is

very encouraging that HEF members have again begun to speak out,

after 18 years of public ridicule and humiliation. I support the

requests of Human Ecology Foundation, and note that they ranked

attitudinal pollution ahead of environmental pollution as a concern,

and mentioned the 'blatant discrimination' •

We've also made progress in medical circles, these days most doctors

seem to be saying that not only are some people environmentally

sensitive, but it appears that various individuals within the group

suffer from health problems as a result of not one but several

kinds of ecological relationships.

The Canadian Medical Association recently sent a brief to the

Canadian government calling for a 'categorization of symptom

pitterns that would help physicians manage pitients' with Sick
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Building Syndrome. They apparently support our contention that

simply testing the air in a building is not enough; you have to pay

attention to peoples' symptoms.

In the same br-ief, the GMA also states: 'In discussing the health

effects of herbicides and pesticides, CMA is concerned about the

inadequacy of the current methods of reporting birth defects. GMA

feels that this is a very important issue and suggested that a

national registry for monitoring birth defects be established to act

as a clearinghouse. If such a registry were established,

reproductive outcomes related to herbicides could more easily be

detected. '

The Ontario College of Physicians and Surgeons has sanctioned the

conferences of the Clinical Ecologists. Last year the Ontario

Environment Minister attended the doctors' conference and stated

that 'Environmentally sensitive people are the first to feel the

effects of low-level contaminants in the environment'. In Ontario,

the Premier and two consecutive Health Ministers have also expressed
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symP"-thy and concern, and several cabinet ministers have initiated

policy development processes in their ministries, while providing

assistance in the more serious situations. ORIP has P"-id for

several people to be P"-rlially treated at clinics in the United

States.

Two consecutive studies commissioned by the Ontario Ministry of

Health re-confirmed our legitimacy when it was questioned in this

province. One report was tabled in August, 1985, and the other a

year and a half ago.

Canada's Health Minister has stated a number of times that he is

'symp"-thetic' to our concerns, but that the provinces are officially

responsible for health matters. 'Official recognition', Ontario

says, is up to the Ontario Medical Association. The Ontario Medical

Association says, (correctly), that it can not be given the legal

responsibilities of deciding something that only society as a whole

can decide through their representatives in government, or through

the courts.
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Several federal cabinet ministers have expressed symplthy and

concern. Some have made various gestures of support. Many have

written to Mr. Epp, supporting US and, as stated, Mr. Epp has

often expressed his symplthy and concern.

The late The Right Honourable JoIm Diefenbaker had this condition, referring

to it as 'ecological illness'.

Several employees in Health and Welfare are environmentally

sensitive, including the Director of the Chromc Disease

Epidemiology Bureau of the Laboratory Centre for Disease Control.

The section in Health and Welfare that advises Agriculture Canada on

pesticide labelling has suggested consideration of labels warning

users to let their neighbours know before using pesticides in built-

up areas, so that the environmentally sensitive will have a better

chance of avoiding a chemical exposure.

A year ago, Tom McMi.llan and IJavid Crombie paid for a conference of
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people affected, as the Ministers Responsible for the Environment

and for Disabled Persons. Treasury Board has promised to do

'anything necessary' to help survivors in the public service.

s~ McInnes office helped obtain Residential Rehabilitation

Assistance money to make homes accessible to the environmentally

sensitive. MJnique Vezina included the environmentally sensitive in

Statistics Canada's Post-Censal Survey of the Disabled. When

Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, Michel Cote invited

concerned groups to discuss food labelling. Liberal Health

spokesperson Sheila Copps has put forward a bill on food labelling.

Flora MacDonald was the first Minister to approach Mr. Epp on our

behalf, stating: 'Recent statements concerning the dangers posed to

human health by toxic rain will assist in arousing public awareness

to the problems of the environmentally sensitive.' In a telephone

conversation, Gary Gurbin, then Parliamentary Secretary to the

Minister of the Environment, said that we were being treated the

same way epileptics had been treated. It was said for years that

epileptics were I possessed by the devil'. (We were called crazy.)
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Paul Dick tried to help us years ago, but backed away when a member

of our group was being taken advantage of by a local hustler who

turned her case into a media circus.

The Right Honourable Joe Clark has stated that victims of ES have 'a

legitimate concern'. He is reported to be sensitive to cigar smoke.

Both federal opposition parties Stlpport us. We have even received

help from the office of the majority leader in the Senate.

The above progress has sometimes been difficult, in lI\Y view for the

reasons I have outlined at the beginning, in addition to the usual

frustrations involved in bringing forward a new concern. These

frustrations result from many sources, including lI\Y own feeling of

helplessness when encountering people who express sympathy and

understanding but refuse to act, a feeling that must have been

en,;>untered by Canada I s last Minister Responsible for Disabled

Persons, who, though he said he'd try, was unsuccessful in ending

government discrimination against us before he quit.
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It is only fair to immediately add that most of the people I have

dealt with seem to be frustrated by confusion that has surrounded

the environmentally sensitive. It would be wrong to suggest that

everyone has not acted because they felt it would reflect poorly on

others. And although treatment of the environmentally sensitive has

been hrutal, we can't assume the authorities acted out of

maliciousness.

Why has there been so much controversy around us? What happened

to cause all this confusion? Why did the confusion persist until

recently? How did it all begin?

Background -

Several years ago, doctors in several countries began to discover

that some people react adversly to pollution and other environmental

agents. Not knowing what to do, they referred us to allergists.

Some of these allergists said we were allergic to chemicals, which

~
"".-.............
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contradicts the definition of allergy. Allergy involves proteins,

not other chemicals. Hearing this, other allergists cried foul, and

the fight began. There is still deoo.te as to the extent of

importance of the immune system in some cases.

The allergists who believed we were reacting to chemicals then said

the condition was not strictly 'allergy', but some other immune

system disfunction. Some said our reactions, like allergies, were

over-reactions. Some said our immune system was compromised by

chemical agents.

Inside the pg.tient group, we were discovering that a variety of

ecological and medical factors are important, and most pg.tients

eventually realized that a comprehensive approach to human ecology

must be taken, if all known relationships are to be explored. For

instance, low-level toxin build-up in the body is now considered

important. The endocrine system is important, as are general good

health practices, such as stress nanagement, excercise, and good nutrition. Intestin

yeast is diSCUSSed as possibly causing increased toxin loads. A

virus and an amoeoo. have also been related to this pg.tient group.
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Even in the area of food sensitivity, it is not well understood

whether most are affected by the food itself, or some chemical used

in the growing, prepu-ation, or p9.ckaging of the P!J.rticular food.

In other words, environmental sensitivity is not really one

condition at all, but a group of symptoms indicating a variety of

host-environment interactions, which must be managed as a group by

physicians, p9.tients, and, because it involves the environment, with

others. (This is why the Ontario Ministry of the Environment

initiative in Kinburn, Ontario, is impressive. The Ministry is

working with local health officials to bring the community together

to discuss the protection of well-water from weed control chemicals.

The process was initiated in response to by a PhD biochemist living

in the area who's children are environmentally sensitive.)

Inside the group, we were finding the problem required a more

comprehensive approach than was first put forward by the Clinical

Ecologists. But to casual observers outside it seemed (especially

from the expressions of some of the more enthusiastic and hopeful
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among us), that the 'pg.tient group' was flocking to one quack

cure-all after another, and that we were being exploited by people

prsctising 'American entrepreneurial medicine' (read: 'Snake-oil

Salespersons 1 ) •

People got their heels dug in, and the controversy developed into

what a former Ontario Provincial Court Judge later described as

'acrimonious deoo.te'. George Thomson, appointed by Ontario's last

Tory Health Minister, Keith Norton, reported to Murray Elston in

August 1985. He and the five doctors on his committee stated that

the media helped further polarize the deoote by emphasiZing the

doctors most contradictory views. The most polarized positions,

Thomson and his pg.nel of doctors noted, were 'clearly untenahle'.

The committee stated outright that taking an absolute stance in this

field is 'antithetical to the task of promoting collaborative

efforts that will help in understanding and treating the problem of

a growing number of pg.tients'.



The committee also made 30 recommendations to the Ontario
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Thomson also suggested a definition which fairly describes the

Although abnormalities of complement

L-il.k-' l.v5~c, l'e '''\/Jt Y/

If •••a chronic (i.e. continuing for more than three months)

group, including the idea that a variety of factors is important.

generally tolerated by the majority. Affected persons have varying

and to environmental agents, singly, or in combination, in levels

His panel defines environmental bypersensitivity as:

nervous system and at least one other system. Affected persons are

multisystem disorder, usually involving symptoms of the central

government, including retraining for doctors, education in the

health community, j:Rying for certain tests out of OHIP, b9.nning

to discuss policy development.

smoking in public places, and bringing various ministries together

frequently intolerant to some foods and they react to some chemicals

degrees of morbidity, from mild discomfort to total disability.

Upon physical examination the j:Rtient is normally free from any

abnormal objective findings.

C!AjJ ~,~ ,~,-{L,_ "rJLL
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including serum IgE, is consistently altered. Improvement is

associated with avoidance of suspected agents and symptoms recur

with re-exposure." (p. 228, Thomson Report.)

The definition states that no single test is consistently altered,

confirming the assertions of the environmentally sensitive that a

number of different relationships are important, which vary in

importance from one individual to another•

A subsequent review by a committee set up by the Toronto Hospital

for Sick Children found the Thomson report 'thorough and

comprehensive', and noted that three-quarters of the people

diagnosed so far are women. Dr. Barry Zimmerman's committee

recommended setting up a 'lay' committee to look after social policy

and other concerns. In doing so, he implicitly stated that the

social problems being experienced by people with the condition were

of a serious enough nature that further medical evidence was

not necessary in order to declare their legitimacy.
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Release of these reports encouraged our clinicians to discuss their

concerns with other doctors, in various fora, including a p9.Ilel set

up by the Ontario Public Health Association in May, 1987. All

health authorities concerned about us would do well to seek out

recent information.

As MI'. .J:iJn Bradley says, the environmentally sensitive are the

first to feel the effects of low-level pollution. A comment from

the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources referred to us as "birch

trees - the first trees in an acid rain forest to show the signs of

toxic rain'. (They must be thanked for providing us with wild

game. )

Ironically, the history of the emergence of this concern has echoed

the emergence of concern about acid rain, with two significant

differences. First, we're humans, so we are often directly

conscious of our reactions, such as anyone might be conscious of

being dizzy when lFeathing paint fumes. Second, as humans, we're

better than trees at dodging pollution.

...................................................
•••......
••
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Before the scientists and governments became involved, trees just

grew as best they could, but some were dying. A few decades ago,

environmentally aware scientists realized some of the trees were not

doing so well. For several years, biologists of various specialties

'proved' that trees in one forest. had a leaf mould, trees in another

had fungus growing on their trunks. In another worms were blamed,

and in some, the trees' immune systems were found 'deficient'. It's

funny no-one said trees were just upset because skies were grey.

Finally, the specialists started talking to one another, and they

realized that the multi-chemical bath from pollution affects

various systems in trees, leaving them susceptible to a variety of

adverse influences, depending on other host and ecological factors,

including those mentioned above, and others, such as soil, rainfall,

and so on.

In the case of the environmentally sensitive, doctors, including

clinical ecologists and other environmental health specialists,

have asserted that individuals have developed a variety of systemic
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problems, largely as a result of pollution. We collect our

exposures when it rains, and from a variety of other sources,

including food additives, pesticides, tooocco smoke, and other

environmental sources.

Various specialists investigating the environmentally sensitive have

blamed viruses, the mind, the immune system, fungus, and so-on.

Other doctors, usually those experienced as general practitioners,

have been emphasizing the need we have discovered, which is the need

for a comprehensive approach, whenever environmental sensitivity is

indicated. The effect of pollution on the body depends on a variety

of host and ecological factors, and the individual's susceptibility

to pollution usually results from a combination of factors as well.

While specialists have been arguing with each other about who is

'right', the most significant element of the problem has been left

unaddressed. Of course, as Canadians have been trying to tell

Americans for years, as long as the problem of pollution is not seen

for what it is, the damages will escalate.

...............
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The Concern -

Most people now understand there is a strong relation between health

and the environment, and most have accepted that some sensitive

people are more affected than others. /oRny agencies are working

towards solutions. The issue has moved forward considerably. The

Minister of Health and Welfare and many others in government have

expressed sympathy and concern.

Unfortunately, the primary concern, as expressed in a recent brief

from the Human Ecology Foundation, or as expressed in several

letters, telegrams, and other communications received by the

Minister's office, has not been properly addressed. It is the

easiest, and the hardest to deal with. It is hard to deal with

because it involves peoples' reputations, but seemingly for no other

reason.

On the basis of an absence of information, Health and Welfare

spokespersons repeatedly stated that persons susceptible to



told me, while speaking officially for the department in a TV

are inequities and a need to change certain things within this

meetings, to the media, and at public meetings, repeatedly, by

They did it
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Department". Another Health and Welfare doctor told me ES wasn't

recognized "because of cost factors". An advisor (since retired)

in trouble for it but these things happen". He also stated "There

several people in the Department, for several years.

As one Health and Welfare doctor recently told me: "They should be

low-levels of pollution were imagining their problem.

other cabinet ministsrs offi~es, in Ga.'1ada Pension Plan Disability

Appeal processes, in Mcjj_~al Se..""'"i~e3, at health and safety

with UFFI, they did it with Sick Building Syndrome, they did it at

Health and Welfare was not the only organization in on this group

Pincher Creek, they've done it to us over and over again.

assault on our human rights, but it was certainly right in there.

Statements were made to public servants and union officials, to
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interview, that there was nothing wrong with the air at Terrassess

de la Shoddy Air, and that public servants were experiencing

'nervousness' about 'having to go to Hull to work'. An acting

director of Medical Services once told me we shouldn't go to

politicians to get our problems straightened out because it would

only get backs up in the Department, (presumably those of people who

had hurt us).

By far the biggest obstacle faced by people with ES arises from

the public and institutional misconception fostered by Health and

Welfare over the pist decade, to the effect that people disabled by

the environment were imagining their problems. Health and Welfare's

statements have been experienced widely in the community.

Sometimes the actions of Health and Welfare have affected people

directly. Other times it has been less direct, as when we've been

defamed in the media, cl" or hurt by other health institutions •

The activities of several other government departments and agencies

are guided by advice from Health and Welfare.
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Damages caused to people intermittently disabled by pollution and

to others, from the general loss of credibility resulting from the

discrediting remarks of Health and Welfare officials, cannot be

measured. People have lost their friends, their families, their

jobs, and their professional reputations. They have not received

deserved disability benefits, nor reasonable accommodation in their

workplaces. Some have died, some by suicide. Thousands who have

the problem don't know the. cause of their symptoms. Many more will

be affected if the prohlem is !lot recognized and addressed.

Many people have been mad6 to feel extremely helpless. They have

been brainwashed (through ridicule and humiliation) into thinking

that the problem is their own, in much the same way a victim of

spousal abuse takes on the blame, without realizing that taking the

blame is in itself a symptom of assault.

Requested action -

In order to minimize Health and Welfare's liability in these

......
",........,...................................................................................
••
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damages, the Minister of Health and Welfare should immediately

announce publicly, without prejudice, what he has stated to several

othr cabinet ministers and lI\Yself, that he is sympathetic to the

concerns of the environmentally sensitive, and considers them

legitimate •

The Minister should also iaitate a public education campaign with

special focus on health instituHons which look to his Department

for advice. Attitudes should be determined, and then a conciousness-

raising campaign to address (redress) misconceptions.

The above addresses the first and critical pro~, one Health and

Welfare has often contributed to. There are some secondary concerns

people should keep in mind when developing policy.

The environmentally sensitive should not be shut out of the decision

making process, as we have been in the past. We have more

experience to offer than anyone, and we know how to deal with the
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problem better than anyone else. As Dr. Zimmerman has noted, our

concerns differ from those of our doctors.

Provincial governments outside Ontario should be asked to consider

Thomson •s recommendations, and make health care available to all

Canadians I IU ,,; a disabled by pollution. The environmentally

sensitive should not have their health jeopardized when visiting

health institutions, such as hospitals, which are often laden with

not-so-Iow levels of chemicals.

Many psople need help with a variety of social needs, such as those

experienced by psople with other chronic or intermittent

disabilities. Many need help getting housing, clean water and food,

disability psnsions and other forms of income security, employment,

and access to public facilities. Its interesting to note that next

week is National Access Awareness week. The government has chosen

as co-sponsors a restaurant chain which is anything but accessible

to psople disabled by ES, and a soft-drink company who's main

product is not recommended for psople disabled by pollution.

........................................................................
•,.
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All institutions need to be familiar with the needs of this existing

disabled group, so that they might better provide 'reasonable

accommodation' •

It is my personal view that many with the condition also have

developed lower thresholds for frustration, not so much because of

the condition, but because of the pressures of public ridicule and

humiliation. We would prol:ably benefit from some sort at' post-abuse

therapy. The anger shows itself between organisations, between

individuals, in approaches to institutions, and sometimes spills

over into other areas of peoples' lives. Some have buried the

anger inside them, where, in my lay opinion, it is prol:ably not

helping their health, (but then dealing with government probably

i sn 't good for your health either).

Estimates range from five to fifteen thousand Canadians diagnosed so

far, but there is a second, prol:ably much larger group of people who

have not been diagnosed as sensitive to various enVironmental

agents. There are prol:ably many people who are affected by
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All institutions need to be familiar with the needs of this existing

disabled group, so that they might better provide 'reasonable

accommodation' •

It is my personal view that =y with the condition also have

developed lower thresholds for frustration, not so much because of

the condition, but because of the pressures of public ridicule and

humiliation. We would probably benefit from some sort of post-abuse

therapy. The anger shows itself between organisations, between

individuals, in approaches to institutions, and sometimes spills

over into other areas of peoples' lives. Some have buried the

anger inside them, where, in my lay opinion, it is probably not

helping their health, (but then dealing with government probably

isn't good for your health either).

Estimates range from five to fifteen thousand Ganadians diagnosed so

far, but there is a second, probably much larger group of people who

have not been diagnosed as sensitive to various environmental

agents. There are probably many people who are affected by
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pollution, but who haven't found out about it. Thomson fourrl that

people with ES often had to search high and low to find a doctor

familiar with the condition. Most people involved agree that

probably most people who have the problem don't know it's related to

the environment.

These people might be found by looking in high risk groups

identified by looking at environmental sensitivity symptoms, as

outlined in the appendix to the Thomson Report.

The environmentally sensitive are of the impression that probably

many psychiatric patients suffer ES as a primary destabilizing

influence in their central nervous systems. Environmental

influences should be explored, along with other psychiatric

approaches. In addition, a person who as had his central nervous

system affected for years, could obviously develop coping problems,

as well as other psychiatric illnesses that both psychiatrists and

psychologists can help out with.
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The third group to be concerned about could be thought of as the

rest of the trees in the forest, who see us around them, and wonder

whether what's affecting US may be affecting their long-term health

prospects, or if they themselves will develop this disability•

To use another image, there is a hole in the road. Surely for this

third group we should put up a barricade and a warning sign so they

may be less likely to fall in.

Responsibility for damages is often difficult to assess, and

probably impossible in any real way here, except in individual cases

where Health and Welfare has been directly involved. Many

institutions said the environmentally sensitive were imagining their

problems and, in any case, all the blame for any public attitude

can't properly be left at the door of one agent.

But the issues of responsibility and reputation can't be ignored.

What happened, happened in part because people spoke out when they

shouldn't have, and they said damaging things which are
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unsupportable. It's unfortunate, but that seems to be blocking the

management of a problem which is hardly more serious than diabetes

or epilepsy. It can be managed just as easily as either of those

conditions, except that it requires a small amount of co-operation

from others. We have found, not surprisingly, that peoples'

willingness to help is be.sed almost entirely on whether they believe

the condition is legitimate.

The government has responded to concerns about the effect of acid

rain on lakes, trees, and tombstones; I'm sure you'd recognize that

the humans affected deserve at least equal treatment.

The Hon Jean Charest, after meeting a couple of constituents with

the problem, and hearing of complaints about damages, referred the

matter to the Prime Minister's Office last December 8th. As it is

now nearly six months later, and as there has been no response, the

concerns have been brought to the Privy Council.

Canadians are being disabled by pollution. From illness and from

.......................................................................
••
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attitudes, people are left homeless, unemployed, and some experience

a devastation of their lives, whether developmental or catastrophic.

It seems apparent that across Canada there are thousands of people

with this problem, many of whom experience bigotry fostered by

Health and Welfare Canada. Our reputations should not continue to be

sacrificed for those of people who have wronged us.

Considering Health and Welfare's actions in the past, the Health

Minister should immediately and publicly announce his belief in our

legitimacy.

Considering the hundreds of times Health and Welfare said we were

nuts, and the thousands of people affected, The Minister should

lauch a public awareness campaign, with special focus on health

institutions, based on a survey of misconceptions people may have

about the condition.

Considering the great effect of federal government departments and
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agencies on the lives of Canadians, The Minister, or the new

Minister Responsible for Disabled Persons should initiate a process

of bringing our concerns to all dep9.l"tments and agencies, based on

the involvement of the environmentally sensitive.

In journalism, if we report one :fRge one that someone is charged

with a crime, we report an innocent verdict on :fRge one as well.

Mr-. Epp has admitted we're innocent of the craziness we were charged

with, but he seems to be trying to bury the story on r:age 47.

In the naoo of truth and justice it must be put on :fRge one.

Thank you for your extremely limited time.

()i(
(1--->

Chris Brown

1102-258 Lisgar St.
ottawa
K2P 0C9
(613) 237 0928

.......................................................................................................
••......
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Appendix references

1. Invitation to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Health and
Welfare

2. deleted

3. Poster for workers meeting, Terrasses de la 'Shoddy Air',
9 November 1981.

4. News release, 9 Nov 1981, quoting Vera lIall, disabled worker,
Terrasses de la Chaudiere. 'Allegations that there is only a
'mental health' problem at Les terrasses are outrageous, and are
sure to backfire.'

5. Thank you letter to CBe from father of child who died, after the
network aired a documentary on the problem, 27 M9.rch 1983.

6. Another letter to the CBC on the same subject, from the mother
of a boy with RS which was apparently induced by pesticide
spraying.

7. Exerpt from Thomson Commission report - 'The Professional
Debate' • Thomson' s panel recpmended that doctors learn to
work together.

8. deleted

9. Surreptitiously obtained interview transcript - this doctor was
(understandably) afraid to speak out about deaths because of
polarized attitudes which existed in the medical community. He
discusses a suicide and a suicide attempt, both relating to
public attitudes.

10. Brief sent to all cabinet ministers and to several dozen people
in Health and Welfare, inclu~,theMinister, in early 1986.
It parallels the emergence of concern about environmental
sensitivity with emergence of concern about acid rain, and
suggests an outline of needs of the affected gt"oup.

11. Letter from Gary Gurbin stating that Mr-. McMillan 'understands the
magnitude and seriousness of the problem, and shares your concern
for the importance of prevention as a means of dealing with it.'

12. Letter from Ontario Premier Lavid Peterson - 'I share your
concern for persons suffering from environmental
hypersensitivities.'

13. Letter of acknowledgement - Walter McLean's office.

14. Letter sent to all of cabinet, 19 April 1986, outlining concern.

15. Letter of acknowledgement, Don Mazankowksi' s office.



21. Letter of aclmowledgement, &ik Neilson's office

20. Letter of support, Bob Rae, Ontario New Democrat leader

19. Letter of aclmowledgement, Duff Roblin' s office.

Letter from CMA denying statement attributed to them by Mr. Epp
(in 31) - 'The CMA continues to be s/leptical about the causes of
environmental hypersensitivity'.

Letter thanking Gary Gurbin for his observation that we are like
epileptics used to be, in that they were said to be possessed by
the devil before people understood the physiology behind their
problem.

Invitation to meeting at Environment Canada, 'in relation to DOE
roles in external relations and policY development, including
horizontal policy influence with other departments'.

Biased letter from Jake Epp which misrepresents both the position
of the CMA and the purpose of the Thomson Commission, but admits
that environmental sensitivity is 'in some cases a true medical
problem, in addition to any psychological problems which some
p3.tients might have'.

31.

22. Letter from the Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs,
Michel Cote, offering to open discussions on food product
labelling.

28. 1986 Census form sent to 1102-258 Lisgar, Ottawa. (boycotted)

24. Letter from Flora MacDonald stating 'Recent statements
concerning the dangers posed to human health by toxic rain will
assist in arousing public awareness to the problems of the
environmentally hypersensitive. '

33. Letter from Mr. Mackay' s office referring concern to Suppl,y and
Services and Health and Welfare. (result of census boycott)

32.

25. Letter from Roch La Salle asking for further representations
concerning Public Works, which is responsible for office sp3.ce.

27. Letter of aclmowledgement, John Wise's office

23. Letter from President of Privy Council, Mr. Ray Hnatyshyn,
referring matter to Masrs Epp and Wise.

29.

26. Letter from David Crombie stating he has asked Mr. Epp about any
future plans to address the situation we face.

18. Letter of aclmowledgement, Elmer MacKay's office.

17. Clipping, Winnipeg Sun. 'Like Canaries in a Coal Mine', oo.sed on
news release - 'Deaths no Problem for Mulroney Cabinet.'

16. Letter of aclmowledgement, Barbara McDougall' s office

30.



34. Note sent by David Crombie mentioning 'Prime Minister's strategy
to improve the status of Canadians with disabilities •••announced
in December 1985:

35. Newspaper clipping, Illinois lawyer's crusade against
environmental illness

36. Letter from Flora M3.cDonald decrying census civil disobedience
and calling for a ret= to 'the reasoned presentation of hard
fact. '

37. Letter expressing reasoned presentation of hard fact to Ms
M9.cDonald, and challenging her to encourage Mr. Epp to engage in
same.

38. Letter from Flora M3.cDonald - 'I respect your desire to present
your concerns to Mr. Epp in a rational constructive fashion'.

39. Letter from Flora M3.cDonald to Jake Epp, asking him to give us a
'fair hearing'.

40. Letter from Mr. Epp stating sympathy for the concern, stating
health is primarilly a responsibility of the provincial
governments, and :tg;lOring the issues relating to federal
government responsibilities.

41. Letter from James Kelleher indicating he has sent my concerns
over to Mr. Epp's office.

1,2. Letter from Mr. Benoit Bouchard indicating his office has
referred the concerns to Mr. Epp's office.

43. Letter from Joe Clark saying that civil disobedience reduces
credibility, and, for the first time stating 'You are
quite legitimately concerned about the emerging problem of
environmental hypersensitivity.'

44. Letter to Joe Clark arguing that passive civil disobedience is
not only a time honoured political method, but in this case has
been more effective than his recommended 'tried, tested and
democratic means'. (Groups who have tried the approaches we're
taught in high school civics have been ignored until this spring.)

45. Letter from Monique 'V,zina stating that my not participating in
the census hurts Canadians and, for the first time, expressing
her belief in the legitimacy of the concern by adding ES to the
Post-censal survey of the disabled, and referring the concerns
about members of this disabled group to Mr. Epp.

46. Second plea from Ms Vezina.

47. Letter to Mr. Epp's assistant, Denise Michaud, from Lorette
Goulet, ADM, Environment Canada. The letter refers a project to
Health and Welfare, and states DOE would help with funding if
Heath and Welfare, as the lead agency on health matters, would
take the lead.

48. Letter of thanks to Lorette Goulet



49. deleted

50. Letter from Mr-. McMillan's Chief of Staff, Preston Shea, decrying
civil disobedience and stating that 'the Minister, Environment
Canada's officials and I have considerable sympathy for the
people who suffer health and other problems as a consequence of
exposure to chemical substances in the built and natural
environments'.

51. Letter from Dr. John Maclennan, M.D., congratulating the
solicitation of expressions of support, but cautioning that 'We
must always be careful not to expect immediate results from
politically oriented individuals, so that we do not become easily
discouraged' •

52. Letter from Tom Hockin stating he has brought the concern to Mr-.
Epp's attention.

53. Letter from David Crombie inviting the environmentally sensitive
to apply for funding under the Disabled Person's Participation
Program.

54. deleted

55. Mr-. Epp writes Paul Dick expressing his wishes for my success.

56. Letter of appeal to the Deputy Prime Minister's assistant, Doug
Rimmer, given the failure of Mr-. Epp to address the concern.

57. Letter from Christine Fiset, Special Assistant to Robert de Cotret

58. ibid, stating 'environmental sensitivity is not recognized'.

59. ibid, concern is referred to Mr. Epp's office.

60. Letter from Treasury Board lawyer stating that Treasury Board
'will take any necessary action to assist an employee with this
condition' •

61. Letter of aclmowledgement from Stewart Mclnnes Office.

62. Letter from Mr-. Epp turning down request for free advertising
space for the 'FRESH AIR Brick' in the Health and Welfare
newsletter 'Intracom'.

63. Letter from Sinclair Stevens extending his 'best wishes for the
future'.

64. Letter of aclmowledgement from Pierre Cadieux's office.

65. Letter of aclmowledgement from John Wise's office.

ffJ. Letter of aclmowledgement from Bill McKnight's office.
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67. Letter to Jean Boileau, security officer, Health and Welfare,
assigned to block II\Y investigations after Health and Welfare
found out staff were telling me interesting things about how the
deprrtment had handled rn, and after I tied up Mr. Epp's
switchboard for 7 minutes.

68. Letter to Canadian newspaper editors decrying threats I had
received from Mr. Boileau•

69. Letter from Andre Bissonette, with attached letter referring
concern to Mr. Epp.

70. Letter from John Kirkbride, Health and Welfare, responding curtly
to Toronto Board of &iucation's Report on &iucation and Pollution
in Schools •

71. 'FRESH AIR Brick' ad •

72. Letter from Calgary newspaper claiming Alberta has 'the fresbest
air in North America'. (He should look at the MS statistics for
Lethbridge Foothills, and visit Pincher Creek.)

73. Letter from John Crosbie wishing me every success with II\Y venture
(the 'FRESH AIR Brick').

74. Letter from Paul Dick suggesting I market the 'FRESH AIR Brick
through friends.

75. Letter from Ex:ternal Affairs Health and Safety Coordinator,
'weighing carefully' the value of the 'FRESH AIR Brick.'

76. Letter from USA Trade and Investment desk of E:ct.ernal Affairs,
offering assistance in marketing the 'FRESH AIR Brick' in the
USA.

71. Annonce, 'Les Briques FLEIN AIR'.

78. deleted.

79. Letter of acknowledgement, Ray Hnatysbyn'S office.

80. Consumer and Corporate Affairs guidelines on False Advertising,
Promotions, and Deceptive Marketing Practices.

81. Eight page news release including newspaper story on 'FRESH AIR
Brick' being cleared of false advertising, in investigation
called for by Harvie Andre, and invitation by Bernard Valcourt to
take advantage of the Federal Business Development Bank and the
IRDP program to set up a factory to produce 'FRESH AIR Bricks'.

82. Letter from J. Harry Turner - 'I intend to raise your concerns
with II\Y colleagues in the near future.'

I

83. News release celebrating funding of national conference of
pollution disabled, funded by David Crombie and Tom McMillan, in
the knowledge that they were contradicting previous statements of
Health and Welfare on the issue 'of environmental sensitivity.



84. News release by Human Ecology Foundation on same conference.

85. First letter from Mr-. Epp which recognizes any federal
responsibility for the concern.

86. First p9.ge of a speech by Ontario Environment Minister Jim
Bradley - 'Environmentally sensitive people are the first to feel
the effects of low-level pollution'.

87. Letter from John Davies, Director, Chronic Disease
Epidemiology Bureau - 'As a fellow sufferer I am interested in
tnis condition myself.'

88. Letter from John Crosbie' s office referring the concerns to Mr-.
Epp.

89. Letter to Carl Iasaki, Acting Director, Mental Health Division,
Health and Welfare, decrying the mental abuse the dep9.rtment has
heaped on the sensitive, and calling him on his apparent
disinterest.

90. Letter from Marcel Masse referring the concern to Mr-. Epp.

91. Letter from Don Johnson asking for more information.

92. deleted.

93. Tiny perfect appeal to all Members of the House of Commons
received more response than any other single approach.

94. deleted

95. deleted

96. deleted

97. deleted

98. Letter from David Kilgour and attachment referring matter to Mr-.
Epp.

99. Letter from John Bosley and attach~ent referring concern to Mr-.
Epp's office. .C--

100. Letter of aclmowledgement from Len Gustafson's office,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Prime Minister.

101. Letter of thanks to Pierre Cadieux.

102. Letter of thanks to Marcel Masse.

103. Letter of Thanks to John Crosbie.

104. Letter from Pat Gamey asking Jake Epp to look into this concern.

105. Letter from John Reimer stating he is in contact with Mr-. Epp on
this subject.
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106. EKcerpt from a speech by Tom McMillan - 'government cannot wait
until science provides irrefutable proof'. and 'The Departments
of Environment and Health were organised at a time when the two
policy areas were seen to be much more discrete than we now know
them to be •••artificial l:arriers preclude the kind of genuinely
interdisciplinary approaches that the problems in the real world
demand. '

107. Letter from Reg Stackhouse saying he has referred the concern to
Mr. Epp•

108. Letter from David Daubney stating he has referred the concern to
Mr. Epp•

109. Press clipping - 'Health Minister wants proof acid rain a health
threat', and attachment, letter from Flora MacDonald a year and a
half earlier stating 'Recent statements concerning the dangers
posed to human health by toxic rain••• '

110. Letter from Michel Cote stating he has referred the concern to
Health and Welfare, and - 'I regret any hardship that you have
experienced' •

111. Letter decrying unwillingness of Deputy Prime Minister to help•

112. Letter from Paul1ne Browes indicating she has referred the
concern to Mr. Epp•

113. Letter to Sheila Copps thanking her for agreeing to raise this
concern in the House.

114. Letter from .Tean Charest indicating he has referred the concern to
the Prime Minister's Office •

115. News release celebrating the fact that Mr. Mackay's office,
after hearing about the concern decided not to investigate me for
income tax boycott. (See letter from Minister's assistant, on
reverse.)

116. News Release, Sheila Copps asks government to recognize problem.

117. Letter from Russ Wunker to David Kilgour referring me to the
Health and Welfare ADM in charge of Security.

118. Letter from AIan Redway promising to persue the concerns.

119. Letter from Alan Redway to Mike Wilson asking that ES medical
expenses relating to the environment be deductible.

120. An open letter to .Take Epp, asking him to side with the
Israelites and 'deliver the tale of Bricks himself'.

121. An open letter to .Take Epp from Sheila Copps asking him to issue
a public statement declaring our legitimacy.

122. Letter from Tom Hockin, in which he says he has consulted with
Health and Welfare, and that 'the protection of the health and
well-being of all Canadians is the most fundamental of all
mandates' •



123. Quotable quotes

124. Description of medical concerns, by Dr. Jozef J Krop, M.D.

125. Thomson Report (Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Environmental
Hypersensitivity Disorders - Ontario - August, 1985.)

126. Ibid, Appendices

'i:27 .. Rc-port, of tbe (Zimmerman) Advisory Panel on Environmental
HYP"rsensitivity - Ontario - September 1986.
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